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Systematic Trail Planning Using 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to our session on…My name is…lead analyst for trail and OS projects at Rincon, avid hiker on the sideMichele  admin analyst for PVRPD (still for purposes of our session?), project manager for our case study in the use of GIS in trail planningKathleen  (FIRST, explain change in plan from Steve presenting because he’s still on written conference materials)… managing principal at Planning & Energy/Entitlement Services, 20+ years of experience in recreational master planning and forecasting, avid outdoor enthusiast



Goals of Session 

1) Demystify GIS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2) Learn applications of GIS 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this session, we have a couple of overall goals:First: Demystify GISCan be foreign and mysterious if you don’t work directly with it.Q: Raise your hand if you have experience running a GIS program.Define Geographic Information System: a system designed to capture, store, manipulate, analyze, manage, and present all types of spatial or geographical dataYou will walk away from this session having learned applications…



Outline 

1) Background on GIS:  
 Benefits 
 Expertise and computing power required 

2) Introduction to case study 

3) Basemaps 

4) Spatial ranking system 

5) Next steps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, basics of GIS:Overall benefits for any project involving geographic dataWho can use GISComputing requirements3 and 4) Explain concepts of “basemap” and “spatial ranking system” as e.g. by our case study.5) Next steps: applications of step 4.



Benefits of GIS 

Better: 

1) Decision-making 

2) Communication 

3) Geographic record-keeping 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decision-making  more rigorous and systematic process of selecting highest-priority areas for trails and greenways; layering complex data to account for several variablesCommunication  GIS-based maps and visualizations serve as visual aids in understanding the priorities and challenges of your project; and help tell the story of your project to different partiese.g., how you arrived at a decision by visualizing key variables and explaining how you analyzed them.e.g., showing the highest-priority areas on a map to potential grant providers or to landownersGeographic record-keeping  clear records of geographic variables that can be retrieved and modified over time



Who Can Use GIS? 

1) Anyone can use online data portals with GIS 
functionality 

2) But may need special expertise for more complex 
tasks: 

a) Familiarity with a GIS program 
b) Good spatial awareness 
c) Understanding of “coordinate space.” 
d) Sense for the quality of data – “garbage in, garbage out” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trend in recent years: e.g., viewers to query local parcel data, e.g. National Wetlands Inventory MapperBUT may need… Familiarity with a GIS program, e.g. ESRI’s ArcMap (ESRI based in Redlands!) or QGIS (free online, open-source):Good spatial awareness (i.e., internal map of correspondence between 2D view and 3D reality, e.g. where to draw a high-tide line)Understanding of “coordinate space” (how to translate 3D position into X and Y coordinates).Sense for the quality of data – “garbage in, garbage out” (garbage may = poor resolution or older and no longer valid).E.g. a layer for bikeways from 2010, which lacks more than 5 years of changes.Typically, GIS specialists within or outside an agency do this work.Computing reqs: a modern computer workstation should be able to handle GIS (need good video card and multi-core processor); higher-performance machine req’dTRANSITION TO KATHLEEN: The case study for this session, a project for a Park and Rec District in SoCal, is a good example of the benefits of using GIS in the area of trail and open space planning.  Kathleen will provide background on local agencies that manage trails and open space.KATHLEEN PICKS UP HERE:It is rare for traditional parks departments to manage open space preserves that are most treasured by hikers and bikers.Of the local  governments types that are best positioned to provide trails for recreation are the Special DistrictsSome of these exclusively or primarily manage open space reserves – notably in the Bay Area (see next slide). 



Regional Open Space Agencies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District  is the best exampleApproved by voter initiative in 1972, now oversees over 62K acres of OS in three counties.Also East Bay Regional Park District in the San Francisco Bay Area, approved in 1934 by voters, now operates 120K acres in two counties and 33 cities. Southern California  does not have a parallel to these SDs, but some counties manage regional parks and  the NPS is building a network of open space and trails in the Santa Monica Mtns of LA and VTA counties.KATHLEEN’s TRANSITION TO MICHELE: now on to our case study with the Pleasant Valley Rec and Park District…



Regional Background 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geography of western Santa Monica MountainsEast County was developed in the 1960s and later:  Its four cities (TO, SV, Moorpark, and Camarillo) were all incorporated after 1960, and all but Moorpark are  served by Rec and Park Disticts as follows:Conejo Rec and Park District /COSCA – voters established in 1963.  TO, and surrounding unincorporated of the VC portion of Conejo.  COSCA manages 15K acres of OS and 140 miles of trailsRancho Simi Rec and Park Distict – voters established in 1961 -  serves SV, parts of 5600 acres of OS, PVRPD as a “keystone connector” in regional open space.



Local Context 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geography of western Santa Monica MountainsPolitical/cultural institutions: Rec & Park Districts vs City Parks, etc.



Pleasant Valley Recreation  
& Park District 

• PVRPD Established in 1962 
o Boundaries extend beyond City of Camarillo 
o 45 square mile area 
o 27 parks; 300 acres 

 
• City of Camarillo established in 1964 

o 19.5 square mile area 
o 2 small pocket parks; 6 acres 

 
• Camarillo Grove Park only nature-based  

o Acquired in 2002 from Ventura County 
o 25 acres: trail system & nature center 
o Keystone location; connect to Santa Rosa Valley/Santa Monica 

Mountains 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of first bullet on slide: Geography of western Santa Monica Mountains and PVRPD’s service area fits in.TRANSITION to next slides: to give you a sense of the landscape in PVRPD’s service area, I’m going show a series of photos of key areas.AND: Steve’s background info that Michele may want to incorporate:Pleasant Valley Rec and Park District – Last of three regional park districts to provide OS preserve/trail recreation.  Likely due to its geography :Land surrounding suburban city is  on coastal plain and has long been intensively farmed.  Simi and Conejo valleys, by contrast, were grazing lands.Entered OS trails service via acquisition of Camarillo Grove Park, conveyed by VC Parks Dept as part of VC long-term divestment program.
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View of the junction between the agricultural and urban Oxnard Plain and open space on the western slopes of the Santa Monica Mtns.
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California State University – Channel Islands land.
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Potrero Road uplands in the southern part of service area
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Example of an existing hiking trail bordering suburban development near Thousand Oaks at SE end of service area.
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Culvert under the 101 in center of service area?
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Developed park surrounded by open space.MICHELE’s TRANSITION to JONATHAN’s SLIDES: Introduce the purpose of the PVRPD Phase 1 project.Beginning of the process was collecting geographic info and creating a “basemap.”



The First Step: Creating a Basemap 

Basemap  a grouping of the most basic layers that provide 
background info for all GIS analysis 
 
Typical layers in basemap: 

• Geographic boundary of study area 
• Roads 
• Land ownership 
• Aerial imagery 
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Presentation Notes
GIS works by adding “layers” of information to a geographic area.  A basemap is…  Anyone should be able to look at a basemap and know where it is.Typical layers in a basemap include…TRANSITION: here are some of the layers in the basemap for our case study…



Study Area 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows part of our “basemap”: the boundary of our study area within PVRPD’s larger service area, roads, aerial imagery (as typical, filtered in the background), and important jurisdictional boundaries.Study area: chosen to focus on open space within PVRPD’s study area and to connect with Santa Monica Mtns National Recreation Area



Parcel Ranking System:  
Choosing Criteria 

1) Proximity to trails and trailheads 
2) Proximity to biological, cultural, and hydrological 

resources 
3) Ownership: public or private? 
4) Accessibility from bike trails and roadways 
5) Topography 
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Presentation Notes
How did we choose them?  Issues germane to service district area.Explain areas/layers considered but rejected: e.g. soil usage, proximity to agriculture (the topography layer prioritizes parcels with variable topography, which would tend to avoid agriculturally valuable land and therefore incorporates the concern for ag land, in a way)NOTE: Adapting criteria depending on targeted trail user group   e.g., while mountain bikers may place the highest value on variable terrain, hikers could prefer access to water resources.



Setting up the Ranking System 

1) Prioritize layers: assign each one a “weight.” 

2) Choose a “suitability scale” for each layer. 

3) Stack all layers to create final ranking map: 
 Sum of weight x suitability value for each layer = final 

ranking by parcel 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
i.e. a relative importanceIn our case: 1 through 4, with 4 being the best ranking.TRANSITION TO KATHLEEN, who will walk you through maps of the layers used in the parcel ranking system.



Hiking Trails, Bikeways, and Roads 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Hiking trails: parcels scored by proximity to existing and proposed/planned trails, and by proximity to existing/proposed trailheads or bus stops.2) Emphasize that our ranking system was designed to think regionally, by accounting for not only existing trails but also proposed/planned trails in adjacent open space areas (esp. COSCA).3) Bikeways and roads: these were factored into an “accessibility” layerHighest score is when parcel intersects a bike trail, then a major road, then a minor road.Priority given to bike access.



Natural and Cultural Resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three layers here: cultural, biological, and hydrological resources.The best parcels have:Existing CR, Hydro resources on a publicly owned parcel, or Sensitive biological resources (esp. California Natural Diversity Database occurrences)The next-best parcels are: Adjacent to CR or have a hydro resource and are adjacent to a publicly owned parcel (and therefore may be accessible by a trail linkage).ITEM FOR DISCUSSION: proximity to sensitive biological resources = good or bad?



Land Ownership 
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Presentation Notes
The best parcels are owned by a public agency that manages open space or open space easements.The next-best are owned by other public agencies.AND mention the layer for topography, which we aren’t showing: the best parcels have variable topography (which is more valuable for hiking trails, may be easier to acquire than flatlands, and is less likely to be agricultural).



Consolidated Ranking 
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Presentation Notes
End product: a “heat map” showing the most valuable parcels/areas for your purposes.** Explain the bright red spots on map and WHY selected: Cam Grove Park area and CSUCI open space.Or you can tweak the ranking system to better suit your intentions (an iterative process): e.g., make proximity to trails relatively more important than proximity to streams.Cost of land for acquisition also could be added as a layer.TRANSITION TO MICHELE: Next steps for applying the GIS results…



Next Steps: Applying the GIS Analysis 

1) Collaboration with stakeholders 

2) Applications for grant funding 

3) Land acquisition 

4) Site-specific GIS analysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
E.g.Sharing of GIS data between adjacent jurisdictions/agencies to improve communication.Thinking in terms of connectivity with their existing and planned trails and open space areasEvidence of rigorous process of identifying highest-priority areas for land acquisition and trail development, to best meet public’s recreational needs.Discuss:Intended approach of future Phase 2 studyMeetings with individual landownersUsing GIS-based maps as visual aid to explain high-priority areas and the big picture of overall trail network.JONATHAN PICKS UP HERE: “viewshed analysis” to plan trails and overlooks where they maximize views of scenic resources.JONATHAN WITH CONCLUSION: summarize benefits of GIS analysis, as exemplified by PVRPD project.



Contact Info 

Michele Kostenuik 
Pleasant Valley Recreation & Park District 
mkostenuik@gmail.com 
 
Kathleen Mallory, MA, AICP 
Planning & Energy/Entitlement Services 
kmallory@PandES.net 
 
Jonathan Berlin, MESM 
Rincon Consultants 
jberlin@rinconconsultants.com 
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E.g.Sharing of GIS data between adjacent jurisdictions/agencies to improve communication.Thinking in terms of connectivity with their existing and planned trails and open space areasEvidence of rigorous process of identifying highest-priority areas for land acquisition and trail development, to best meet public’s recreational needs.Discuss:Intended approach of future Phase 2 studyMeetings with individual landownersUsing GIS-based maps as visual aid to explain high-priority areas and the big picture of overall trail network.JONATHAN PICKS UP HERE: “viewshed analysis” to plan trails and overlooks where they maximize views of scenic resources.JONATHAN WITH CONCLUSION: summarize benefits of GIS analysis, as exemplified by PVRPD project.
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